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ILLEGALITY AND CLASS -RELATIONS

Thefollowing.naterial on illegality it based on the experience
.of workers' revolutionary 'parties all Over the globe. Specifi-
cally, material has been obtained from the parties of India,
Latin America, the United States, Russia, Germany, Prance, and
Others.

It is freely acknowledged.we owe a great .debt to these
parties who by their experience have shown us the best known
road to revolution-in the United States.

It would be.adeadlY:mistake to IMITATE the .illegal methods of
any Of these parties. For the Czarist Okhrana was relatively

' primitive and inefficient Compared to the German Gestapo. And
the American FBI has learned considerably from both. the revo-
lutionists in America have yet to learn from the experiende of
these.other'countries. This workttrivesto avoid imitation in
working methods. It strives to fit thee rules to American con-

: ditiOns which are different from those in Russia or Germany, and
not fit conditions to rules applicable elsewhere. This is our
concrete application of Marxism to the United Statee: We are

'rfighting American imperialism with.the-latett and best known
:class methods. Weshall change these methods at the situation
changes if necessary from day to day. We, shall be prepared in
advance politically and. organizationally for any change. We
must learn the ART OF ILLEGAL WORK.'

Our Comrades will be given the enormous class advantage of
being trained in revolutionary work so that no sudden 'change
of illegal methods will surprise them, and to that they will
know how to function even if lempdrarily separated from the
organization. '

Illegal work is hard, exacting, seemingly impossible at times.
Remember: There is nothing .a. Bolshevik cannot do. The greatest
class honor for a Bolshevik it-to.do his revolutionary duty
at the Olost, dangerous post.

- -
Under total war of imperialism, there can be no )serious struggle
let alone victory ofthe revolutionary patty - the proletariat's

: basic instrument fordestructiOn of the capitalist class and
the capitalist state' Without illegal organization. .

One of the basic rules of Aarxian party -organization it that _1

part of the party apparatus it illegal at all'times. The,essen-
tialcOre of the party, the professional revolutionists, are

.
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in this.apparatus'...The Onlyaim in life of men and:women in
the illegal apparatus is to work" for the revolUtion. They are

ready_for any personal es:orifice demanded by the Party. They
.pledge unreservedobedisnce to the Party andaccept unity of
aim. Thera can be no serious' illegal' work if Comrades do not
placaTthe,revolutionarY goal beiore all other.eneeds and.desires'.

under imperialieuCne serious, revolutionary worker, questions
the' necessity for illegal organization. We are not the.peace-

lul; legal socialists who LIS2OLV.6 their organization when po-
lice repression begins. Refusal to prepare. illegal organization
in advance -is tantamount to liquidation of the political .orga-
nization:. To maintain its very existence the revolutionary or-
ganization Must seize on every kind, of Organizational device to
maintain andextend its power. The histOry of working class
parties shows illegal organization to be a basic element of

.

Aarxian party organization. '

, .

. This is.developed-carefully in revolutionary literature, parti-:
'cUlarly the works of Lenin, the master of party organization,
.strategm and tactics. In the years of reaction from 1907 :to

1917, Lenin fought all attempts. to aissolVe the illegal orga-
nizationas yielding to the influence of:disintegration.
by creating and strengthening the .illegal Fartyorganization,
can the Party.be brought on to.the high road .'ofdevelopment."
Thus the illegal organization is. pictured. as fundamental to
.further development 'of- the entire Party organization. .

In "Conference of the sections" of (Bolsheviks).
Abroad," Aarch 15, 1915, Lenin writes of the five first stepd
towards.transforming the imperialist war into civil War. Step.
three is "creation of an illegal organization whenever the go-,

vernments and the bourgeoisie abolish constitutional liberties
by introducing war emergency laws."

-In "Collapse of the Second International," written in the sum-
mer of 19.15; Lenin states: "Pure legalibm, the legalism and
.nothing but legaliem of the 'European' parties, has become ob-

solete, and,as a result of the development of capitalism in
-the, pre-imperialist stage has become the foundation stone for

bourgeois labor policy." He shews the close interworking. of

legal and illegalmeans, using the example of the workers' Luma
Deputy guranev who conducted.himeelf in a revolutionary manner
in his trial by using his parliamentary .position to agitate and
organize workers .during the war. Auranov "preyed. in practice
that, besides .wiINISTERIAL parliamentarism..,there-can be ILLEG:a.L

. *AND.L_REVOLUTIOIAPY parliamentaris- "

-

"
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"Noes On The Question of The Tasks of Our Delegates At The
Hague written Dec. 4, 1922, states: "It must be' explained to
the'people...how helpless the ordinary workers, organizations
are in the -face of war.. 'Therefore, explain at the Hague that
"The 'only possible method of coMbating war, viz6 the preserva-
tion' and formation of illegal organizations in thich all revo-
lutionaries taking part in the war shall 'carry on PROLONGED
work:against the.war."

.

1,-Nete- well that Lenin says illegal organization is "THE ONLY
: POSSIBLE AETHOD OF COiyiBATIG WAR" 'and to ilOARRY ON PROLONG-ED
WORK against the war." This does not exclude other forms of
revolutionary organization and MaSs action, but without the 117

: legal:organization to aefend the party against police repression
and weld the mads'movement into one huge wave of mass action,
the revolution cannot succeed.

-"Tasks of the Third International - Ra.iisay MacDonald oh the
' Third: International,".July 14, 1919, shows: "legal work must be

combined with ILLEGAL work ....There is mot a single country in
the world, even the most advanced and 'freest' of the bourgeois
'republics, In which bourgeois terror does not reign, where
.freedom to carry on agitation for the Socdalist revolution,
to carry on propaganda and .organizational work in this direc,,
tion,_ are net prohibited. The party which .under the rule of
the -.bourgeoisie has not, admitted this to this:dayand does not
carry on systematic all-sided, ILLEGAL work in spite of the
'laws of the bourgeois parliaments is a party. Of traitors and
scoundrels, : which deceives the people. by the verbal recoghi-
tiOn of revolution.

. .

Thus illegal organization is pictured as basic to all party or-
ganization, Without it a.party Under:imperialism is not revolu-
tionary at all.
This is elaborated in the "21 Conditions..ef.Admission to the
Communist International," written b' Lenin. Condition number 12
is ."In. all Countries even the freest, 'legal' and 'peaceful'
in the sense that the class struggle'is leabt-acute.in them,
the time haS fully matured-when it is absolutely necessary for

-'every Communist Party bysteMatically to combine legal with 11-
legal werk,:legal with illegal'organization...Illegal work is

',particularly necessary in the army, the navy, the police."

Here Lenin strikes at the real_nature.of bourgeois legality,
which We'consider below. It is iMportnt to remeMber that even
:before the outbreak Cif,the.second v'orlL war, certain BASIC

.14414$ LeZ, ,, 14z, 0,, ,,,
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types of party work as in the army, naVy, and police, had to
be of necessity ILLEGAL. In deVel'oping the principled structural
basis of the world revolutionary party, the revolutionists haa
to make illegal organization a basic essential for admission.,

."Left Wing Communism - An Infantile bisorde" May'.:12, 19204
Lenin states: ',In many countries, including the most.advanced,
the bourgeoisie is undoubtedly now sending, and will Conti-7
nue to tend, .agents-provocateurs into the Communist Party. One
Method Of combattingathit peril is the skillful coordination of
legal and :illegal work." Thit'was in direct antwer to those
Ultra-lefts whO denied the necessity for illegal work in Germany.
1920. -Lenin showed that it was necessary AT LEAPT to combat po-
lice agents, :and for the other reasons also

These quotations establish the enormous importance Lenin and
the Bolthevikt attached to illegal organization:.I...4ithout-il-
legal organization, the organization is not revolutionary; 2-

. it is only Method of combatting war for prolonged period; 3-
Must be coordinated with legal work; 4-necessary for 'work in
armed forces; 5,-necestary to combat -Police agents.

The party as an all-sided Organization has therefore by its
very nature.to:have an:illegal apparatUs. This does: not mean
t4716 entirefparty organization is.illegal, or that the entire
party. work is illegal. Far from it. Illegality a, . a,social phe-
.nomenon.arises from the relation of 'class forcet. Legality is .

.a very poor term, as is illegality,' though illegality it more
exact in its description. Actually capitalism never legalize
the revolutionary party.. Legality 'does not mean capitalisM per-
mite the revolutionary party legally, i.e., by.law, to organize
for its overthrow.. Legality means that the relation Of class
forces is such thatthe party and the class can exercise class
rights without immediate,. open repression by the cdpitalist
state.. This lega stage-is-4 result usully of proletarian class
.sitength which the bourgeoisie cannot crush In the United States
today it would be .a Veritable impossibility to crush the larger
political 'organizations in the proletariat, like the Communist
party, though smaller left groups can be wIde illegal.-

' '

Semi-legality is a. stage of sharper class relations where the
capitalist state is strong enough to severely limit workers'
exercising of their rights, as in thp South.

Illegality :is a stage Of acute.claesarelationswhere the state
is so much more powerful than the workers' class force that

=ythe:btate.isable to curtail andin some cases deny all exerci-
sing of wOrketsl, rights: The struggle goes underground,. r

,
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But even in illegality many legal means are available, and are
used. Many rights tnOugh curtailed cannot be kept from the wor-
kers. For example,,, right 'tostrike now practically tree-
son according to the government, yet workers daily go out on
strike, completely, ignoring the'prohibiting of this right. Re-
member Lenin's word's that even in the freest bourgeois repu-
blics there are always very Severe restrictions on workers'
rights. For example, in all bourgeois countries, there is a
severe restriction on the right to free press, radio, .movies,
speech against, the government.

From this standpoint, it is pOlitically incorrect to say the
revolutionary Party is- legal in the United States: It is correct
to say class relations are such that the workers' pressure for-
ces the capitalist state to allow a greater'degree'of rights to
be "legally" exercised in the United States than in many other
countries.' 'This attests to the enormous power of this tremendous-
ly 'larg'e working class. This exact characterization of "legali-
ty" and illegality is a necessity, as the whole attitude of re-

' volutionists toward capitalist' legality is that the movement is
Illegal, and is striving not to become legal, but to smash all
capitalist obstacles to its final goal.

e

'It is neces.sary to learn from the many years of experience of
the workers' parties, most especially the Bolshevik party whidh
devoted 40 per cent of its time to illegal work. It is well to
note that the other 60 per cent of its work was legal. Legal
means are nearly always avail-able, except for extremely short
periods, or under unusual repressive conditions. Illegality is
no pure form of revolutionary organization. The party uses le-
gal and illegal means, and strives. constantly to gain more and
more legal means by. mass actions against capitalist repression..
The three stages of functioning of the revolutionary organiza-
tion under Capitalism are: legality, semi-legality, illegality.
Each- of these may exist in combination with the others. Even
under illegality as generally understood, a majority percentage

-Of party work will be legal or semi-legal. Seti-legality is a
'transitory stage from legality to total illegality, or vice ver-
sa. The distinction is by no means academic, but is based on the
Marxian concept of using illegality as a phase of the struggle'
to destroy the entire capitalist legal structure - the -Et/ate.
The strategical working out of this theory of revolutionary mass
action is to broaden the struggle beYond the. restrictions of
capitalist law.

Illegality from the practical standpoint is a technical davime
or mechanism for defending the organization against rePresion

,
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applied essence of illegality. When the. capitalist state Makes
it no longer pbssible-tb function in the old way, and thereby
smashes the continuity of the old way of work, an illegal mecha-
nism has tb be used to reestablish the continuity of tha.Mork
in a NEW :WAY, under' the new conditions..-Ifworkis unplanned,'
haphazard, snasmodicl. it is a sign of degeneration. Without

'organizational and political continuity, no revolutionary party
is pOsSible.-Thatsis'the class reason for illegal organization

It is from that' standpoint that the necessity for illegality
determined.- The:party-prepares for illegality.even,under le-

. gality: It does notbecome semi-legal or illegal voluntarily,
but ofilY-when-fordedinto the underground by the. overpowering

' class force of the bourgeoisie in relation to that of the mor- .

. kers-. When the' workers' mass actions rise high, the capitalist.
,state is forced to permit legal functioning. The party immedia-
tely broadens its work and emerges from theunderground, though
the essential illegal structure continues where needed. Natural-
ly, after the seizure of.pOwer, the illegal apparatus is used
for different purposes in the victorious revolutionary state
than in states where victorious revolution has not yet been
.achieved. The process first, the party fights againstall.
efforts to drive it into illegality.sSeCondly, in illegality,
the party Utilizes every available legal means, and strives .to
breakout-of illegality. Thirdly, the party succeeds in smash-.
ing all legality - that is, the capitalist state power.

Europe is under the heel of 'Fascism, and the movement is
underground. ,Even in Russia the ,struggle for revolution against'

' Stalinism is an illegal one. The class relations, in the United
States as e whole are now reaching the stage of:open repression
of political organizations representing the interests of-the
working Class:. In,Latin America- the movement has been'under.,-
ground for many years. This develops from American tnperialism,s.
financial control of most of Latin America. The South, company
towns, criminal syndicalist. laws in many states, reactionary
areas (New Jersey, Harlan County', and reactionary areas in many .
cities) sections where unionism has not taken a firm hold, strike

'
Situations, army, navy, and police - all demand illegal work as
well as legal work.
The history of American labor is replete with examples of orga-
nizations which functioned underground. The old Knights of Labor,;

--'precursors of the'A-.P.-of L. were illegal for 10 years of their .

existence. So were the Molly AtagUires. Singularly enough the
."Know _Nothing" partY-in'the 'United StateSi-though,not a reV61117'.. .

tionary party,- utilized 'a cardinal principle of illegality,,

'
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which is to know' nothing of other members' activity, and in
.ansi!fler,to-polide interrogation.to.know nothing. The parties in

- the first world.' war which came out against the war on a revo-
lutionary bastS were forded underground.
Each day-of imperailist_mar narrows the 'legal activity as the

..governr.lient increases its hold on themorkers: .The'capitalists
are ot-strong enough to takeall workers, rights away at
once. The is the endl.not the beginning.of the process. When
all rights are prohibited-me;mill have a totalitarian capita-

,;list dictatorship (fascist, militarist, or-bOth)..-In,the pro-
cess:of driving the-entire movement underground and.weakening

:-all:.imrker$,;organizations, the capitalists concentrate their
attention against the revolutionists' They are able to obtain

.AheaeSistande.of their-various-agents im:the.ranks of the
workers-to help.point out an repress the revolutionists. It

' is necessary to guard against betrayal by Stalinists and other
--elements_within the proletariat, contraryto 1914-1918 'when

. the denunciation didonot-come from the 'ranks of the workers..

Once the party is .driven underground this does not mean a
story-book romantic life of conspiracy begins:. Illegality

meane hard day' to day work, just like at any other time, plus
illegal.organization,methods, rules. This is ta..new.FORM of
activity, the.manner-in. which to serve the dlass Under the
condition of represSion.

. .

In essence, the 'term "underground" is completely misleading.
It belongs to past 'history if it is not entirely a figment of
the imagination Of fiction writers. Hidden vaults,: the faint
candle light, trap doors, sinister plotters, false beards are

'allvery well in the movies. In the sOber reality'of the
class struggle against imperialistwar.the revolutionist will

.not get Very. far-with such' mechanisms. A prosaic'office in a
large office .building is Much to be preferred and much: safer
than a romantic dungeon. Notthat.cellars and ,attcs are com-
pletely outmoded. No. But they Cannot be the mein type of

- meeting place, printing place, illegal work cannot be based
there: We will haveto-reMind:members over and over.again
that this is the epoch of wars.and: revolutions', and new methods
are necessary for this epoch.

- .

In everyday work an unrelenting struggle is carried on against .

the attitude and tendency to regard illegal activity in a
:glamorous light, which so often leads to a totally false eve-
luation.of the difficulties of the 'illegal Struggle and to a'
rowantic conception of the fight against the superior police
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forces. Filled with 'fictional conceptions, at the beginning' .

adventure-hungry young torkersi attracted.by the romance of

clandestine:activity and the adventurous appeal of the fight
with the police, stream into the illegal organization. They
do not hold out. Only those with thedeepest revolutionary .

.convictions and Marxian understanding, whose conviction of:
the world historic mission of the proletariat is deeper.than
a.passingfancy,.and whose determination to hold out in the
struggle is based on Marxian-science and not merely on love
for adventure and the mania for conspiracy, can. survive in
'the deadly illegal struggle. To win in the struggle against
the.pOlice, they will have to know revolutionary communism
thoroughly in order to be able to scientifically consider eve-
'ry step. they take. On this indestructible foundation they will
be able to think through all actions carefully. Every action
will be disciplined. Only in that manner will the terrible II-
legal struggle develop a cadre which will combine the highest
revolutionary science and moral courage with the most sober.
appraisal of their own class strength and the strength of the
enemy. Our primary concern is to prepare ourselves politically
and.organizationally for a long, hard ttruggle, demanding

.
Self-denial And tacrifice,-

In illegality the'INDIVIDUAL i&MBER DISAPPEARS as a known revo-
,

lutionist.whom the: reactionaries can label. The party appara-
tus disappears too, and is replaced by the illegal apparatus. .

Externally the organization is disguised to such an extent .

that it seems as if the.organilation had disappeared' from the
'face of'the earth. Visible party organization is withdrawn to
the underground and made invisible. Thus if illegality has
been carried.out-properly,AA it extremely difficult to get
at the illegal apparatus, tcy'obtain inside information, to
learn its pIans,. and forestall its actiont,The. party gives

' visible signs of existence by the..commistion of.actionsi so .

:Organized that police. intervention comet too late. The party
ACTIVITY DOES, NOT DISAPPEAR, but continues at the same or at
anincreased pace.

Not everybody can do illegal work. any are lost to the party
for that type of work, e.g. prominent trade Unionists 'men

. with large families, 'worker's. in certain carefully guarded occu-,
potions, suspected people in Some cases; soldiers in some ca-
set:BUt if they canna be used directly in the illegal orga-

they-cap_be used in all sorts: of,legal.work, in
buffer organizations, front groups, as sympathizers., contact.
Men,: their homes can be used -' as aids to the illegal organi-
zation.'

$

'
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This bring 'Up the. basic qUestion of, who can do,. illegal work,

.
which was the central point of Lenints conception of the per-
ty: the professional revolutionists: Much Maligned, viciously
slandered in the yearsof reaction after the defeat 'of the
world revolutionl.the,professiOnal-revolutionists in the pre-
sent struggle against the war.are of necessity the backbone
of the illegal organization. It is they who devote their en-

: tire lives to the movement. This is no easy taski,The two-
-.---T--Aopmentof-cadres-by-the_few professional revolutionists who

arej&ipab-le-Of aiding this-deVelopmtint is 'a tremendous pro-
blem faCing.the entire left wing.movement: But no other road
forward.exists. With the U.S:.rapidly approaching the politi-
cal level of EurOpetthe. need for the professional. revolution-
ists will be felt more and more:. Without them no illegal orga-
nization can possibly survive:

A..cadre organization can include only a relatively small
'Ole, because its demands On its members are very great, It
has to be highly centralized, and encompasses a group not too
large to be personally controlled. At the tame time it has to
'extend ts contadts over the entire country and.dsvelop. its
technical and illegal methods. The members of this organize-
tion have'not only to be completely devoted, loyal and ready
to do .anything their work demands but these professional revo-
lutionists also have to be many sided individuals-. There is
the need .for ability and talent in handling people: In addi-
tion to a broad knowledge of revolutionary politics they have
to be able. to deal with many special problems. The underground
organization has to train the leaders of the.coming,revOlu-
.tibn in the approaching crucial struggles.

In, so doing the illegal organization develops a new. kind of
...leadership thiCh can win the- confidence' of.the Underground
Cadres, In every new basic phase in the development of the
movement, natural selection aLong,the party members produces -
a staff.of leaders adapted to the existing conditions. Eisto-
rically. this staff of leaders,usually fails as soon as it is -

. 'faced' witk a new and different stage of development involving -

changed conditions of struggle and.different respontabilities:
This' is especially true of' those large mass movement's which

. have beeh.defeated: There is 'a big problem of the older lea-
ders and men exiled from Europe or torn from the class struggle

. in the Americas and placed in jail. From the history of revo-
lutions, Toliticl emigrations and exiles have produced: great
'leaders: :RUssia's Lenin and Trotsky spent Many years in .exile.
But they were representatives Of young, riting movements, not
of the'politicaigroups that 'had been in power and failed.

1
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Also the exiles of the past, like the White Russians after
1917, the same Trotsky after 1927, have beenunable to
return to leadership of the movement. -It'is only-in rare
Cases that the leaders for the reawakening-Come-from the.
ranks of those who had been once beaten into political
oblivion.

The legal ma Ss party fighting on open ground needs Orators
to move the masSes, writers to influence them, organizers

-.to"unite them, industrious parliamentarins to ,rouse them,
administrators to train than in unions and other mass.org-
anizations. But the illegal organization made-up-of small
qdres has entirely different needS: men with iron nerves,
tougiLenoUgh to hold out under the continual threat of the
police-; men and women who combine the capacity for heroic

.self-sacrifice with the self-discipline which illegal tac-
tics require; organizers who Can master the technique of

creating small invitible cell, leaders who have that speci-
al sensitivity which makes than recognizeanduse the mass

.-process of disillusionment with the war and the state which,
is invisible to the less experienced eye.. Thus, the illegal
organization needs a ditferent:tyPe ofoleader from the legal
organizAion: Here is the crowning proof Of Lenin's theory
of the professional revolutionitts the central core of the
of the organization. (See also- material on *protessional
agents" as opposed to professional revolutionists in. material
94 -safeguarding. the illegal organization from.the

Legally and. illegally the revolutionary organization'influ-
encess the mass by an.anti-capitalist, pro-revollitionary,
orientation. The FORA Of activity changes in illegality.

'A revolutionist who had contact with the mass in legality,,
and fails into itolation.in illegality, and attempts to
justify this isolation because of the dangerous situation,
has in reality changed his whole position and orientation'
to the worst; kind. demoralized seCtatianism

We must sstay-with the masses, bind ourselves to them, never
act in isolation from the masses - EXCEPT IN ILLEGAL WORK.
The oIass-strength of capitalism which forces the revolu-
tionary organization undergroUnd also preVents-ut from tell-
ing the masses our illegal. organization and illegal methods.
Do' not.' afraid of the fact.th:A police power forces Us to.
keep-all illegal work secret from the police ').nd from the '

masses. This very secrecy from the mss is Our test means
'of winning over the mass Under imperialism. For only with
illegal .work qanswe survive, .A1.0.,the mass will turn for lea-
dership.tb, those- who have shown they know hO to organize the
ALL-:SILED STRUGGLE AGAINST THE CAPITALIST, STATE.' The illegal

z
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:organization is our chief means of maintaining leadership
of 'the Mass, even though,the: mass may be temporarily dor-
mant, defeated. The revolutionary organization does not
wait for the Mass 'to.move, hever tail-ends the mass. It.

strives to accelerate that mass movementi not to ucontem-
plate the posterior of the proletariat:"- :Otherwise the

party is not the vanguard of the strugglel,

It is more difficult to keep mass contact in:illegality:.
than in legality: At the same time no revolutionary party
has Over seized power without long illegal training. -It
is in the trying periocrof illegality.that the 'revolution-
ist .is most -thoroughly trained, the.weak ones ar&-Weeded
out, the connection with' the maps is cemented.. Then the
mass will come to "us. Varied forms of activity will have
overcome the isolation) and the revolutionist will have' the

Confidence of the mass.

Dozens of tiny isolated anti-war groups of various degrees
of organization exist,thtuout the country. They are, looking
tor guidance. These politiCal workers wish to be in 'touch

. with the illegal revolutionary organization. There are ques-
tions they Cannot answer alone, problems they cannot solve a-
lone. They want information. They want to send. their own
reports on for the use of thers. They want discussions and
advice on. theoretical issues, the real .nature of the imper-
ialist war, the phemonenon'Of Fascism, the prospects Of rev-
olution. They want'clarification:about-the meahing.of the
government's War moves and policies. They want literature.
They Want-to 'know what is 'going On in-other parts-of.the
country and abroad. They need.assistance:in illegal methods
and techniCal devices for their-work.. It is .important they
ShoUld-'know of arrests. of people with whom they have Some
contact. They wish to be warned -of spies. Lost Important
they have 'to have the feeling. that they are. not alone, that
the littleormuCh activity they conduct is a part of a
MoVoment.. "They heed constant and living proof that there
i.e an underground moveMent.. They wish to learn from. the
mistakes of the past so that they can help build -a new
moVement. .'They want to work. with the illegal organization.

To 'answer all these needs is the:task of,the'illegal organ-
ization. Under the war dictatorship, the task is to bring
together the beat qualified Tarts of the loose, unorganized
forces. ,that 'conduct anti-war activity. The organization
has to try to furnish leadership for this loose movement.
It may never Ao:this 'but the extent-to which' it
succeeds is'the.measure'of its effectiveness, .the justifi-
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cation for its existence'. In the ebb and. flow of the class
struggle, these loose anti-war circles and groups appear
and disappear. The.task of the illegal organiZation.is.te

_furnish continuity. Whatever happens the organization must
continue. Continuity is maintained at all cost.

. .

No illegal organilation can maintain itself on its own .strength

' alone, nor ever could. It.depends on financial help from out-
side. Its needs buffer groups, legal organization, sympa-
thiZers, close interconnections with the mass organizations.
The illegal, organization' the backbone of the anti-war oppo-
sition,- its potential leadership. But the ebb and flow of -

mass activity influences the determining of the degree of .

.activity'and the stability of the illegal organization. The.
attitude of the broad-masses toward the war and the state will

:'fluctuate, but will move steadily to the left.

In other words, illegal organizations cannot, exist in a
vacuum even if reduced to tiny groups Of Most carefully
selected people. They have to' :move with a larger group Of
workers sympathetic 'to their aims. There is the closest
relation-between.illegal anti-war organiiation and the strength

'of anti-war opposition. Opposition against the war:dictator-7,
' ship is in many cases not am:Organized opposition. The state

is able to prevent the workers fromyjoining together in a
large powerful opposition organization. But the general op-7
'position will exist, and embrace all shades of aCtivity,
from mere grumbling at hoMe-to belonging to the illegal
organization The illegal organization is.able to use the
church in prisons, in the arMy, and in illegal work. under .

certain CircuUstandes. Cooperation between the underground
and oppositional intellectual groupings is...sometimes possible..
The. weakest contacts e.-2e with the farmers, with whom it is
essntial to establiSh2 regular cooperation. This is also
true of the petty bourgeois,.which has been bitterly disa-
ppointed.:.byhe war, 'and in a'short.tiMe will be SO disillu-
sioned.as.to.provide a mass °reeding grOund-ter the growth
of fascist movements in t4,...:country..-Mhat of the youth .*
trained in war thinking? The colleges and high Schools are
given, over to direct training for 'the war.-. This problem is.
related. to, enormous question of who is to. carry on the

:work in the future. The.underground has to reach the youth.
with its slogans,. its organization.. many youth are in the
-factories today, others .are 'in the army.

In the general analysis of the organized struggle against
a terrorist apparatus like.the.Gesiapo or FBI,' the most

. difficult problem is Th determine the limits of the P.ctivity

'
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of the illegal organization. Illegal fighters..usually'make
mistakes in having:too much activity as well as in the di-
rection'of passivity. Luring the first years of Hitler dom-
ination, most mistakes tere-in too much activity. Mass
distribution, mass contacts with other organizations, are
replaced by Iimited.pl3rsonal'contact, and limited distri-
bution on'the.baeis of personal contact. -Similarly with
unions, meetings-, work in other mass workers' organizations.

Another general problem is the attitude' towarc individual ac-

tion. In illegality, individual terrorieM'iE excluded, with
the exceptidn of extreme .cases endangering the illegal org-
anization, as in the work of spies or traitors.. Mass terror
within the framewOrk Of a rising revolutionary wave is another

matter. Inuividual'terror is only.an expression of.despera-
tien which leads to: disruption of the ranks of ,the revolu-
tionists and not to the weakening, of the state.. Sabotage
can ba eifective only when practised on a mass.scale. Gains
from isol,ted individual aCte.of sabotage are not worth the
eacrificesi..and breed the illusion that individual action
can solve social problems. News of a successful individual

' act of sabotag,. is by:no means encouraging or inspiring since
It is always accompanied by new that many people have been
arrested'. mass action is, basic: strikes, demonstrations, .

slowdowns. lerrorism.and-sabotage are entirely sub-
ordinate to Mass action. .

'
One of the key preblems,underlying every move in illegality

' is are the heroic sacriflees,in illegal work in propor-
tiOn to theo-nds-achievaD'7 ISITWORTH IT? IS the risk in-

. volved in.e. given action worth the possible gain? The ex-
perience of the workers, 'movement is that no sacrifice in the
class struggle against.capitelism is An Vain. No worker who
falls in, the struggle against Capitalism dies in vain. We
learn froa-thesesacrifices from our defeats, our dead.
Our task is to unite isolated centers 'of resistance, organize
mass resistance against the.t..aperialist,w-r. Naturally, thif
t:...sk cannot be fulfilled if the' most determined-fighters are
in jail or dead. . Oneof.the key 'aims- of 'this entire work
on illegaility is to m;Ace crystal. clear how best 'to save the
lives of out members in this struggle. i3ic lly this is the
question of the entire role of the illegal org.,nization. To
,surviVe at 11, revolutionists to be organized. Under

-
tot:l imperialist vv..r this can me n only illegal organiz tion
as the base of activity. :Thus the movement can 11.Lintain
organizational continuity; the ..s_,:crifices i1i be compon7
sated for by the continuous living interconnection with the
great working masses. No.m:Ater.whit happens, the .organiv.,-
tion itself must survive, even at the cost- efuncotnted. victi
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Illegal-work requires, ahoy all else, renunciation--,re-
nouncing regular-mtings With friends, ranouhcing pljIces
of antertainMent formarly7freqUented, renouncing use of
the telephone, even of the: 111.d1sfor riy,purpose th!±,t is

not co'mpltely ninnocent, 9- renoupcing...s:o a_zny little corn-
forts of life To 1.4,.:.ke ,uP-ona'smind to :Iccept these re7
nunciatiOns m4y.not be tOo'.difficult, but to remember the .

deciioncOnstantly is 11,.:xd job. -.0relessness, dasire, -

for Comfort, forgetfulness -,the police know all too well
how to put such.humrIn wa-:.knesses'to'work for 'their own .pur-

poses
. .
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